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Amendments to tfac Claims :

1 . (Currently Amended) A method offax transmission over a fax relay network that

includes at least an analog portion and a digital portion ofthe fax relay network, the method

comprising:

receiving, at a first relay data gateway that communicatively connects a sending fax

machine to the digital portion of the fax relay network, image data from the sending fax machine;

converting the image data into digital data to be sent over the digital portion ofthe fax

relay network;

storing the digitized image data in a buffer at the first relay data gateway;

dptfrmining an amount of data stored in the btilTer at the first relay data gateway:*and if

the determination made of the amount of data stored in the buffer is that the amount of data

stored in the buffer is greater than a particular amount of data, sending a data resend signal to the

sending fax machine:

outputting the digitized image data in accordance with a data rate of the digital portion of

the fax relay network, the digitized image data being received by a second relay data gateway on

the digital portion ofthe fax relay network, the second relay data gateway communicatively

connecting a receiving fax machine to the digital portion of the fax relay network;

wherein the receiving fax machine operates in an error correction mode in which received

is requested to be resent to the receiving lax machine iferrors are detected in the received

data.
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2. (Original) The method according to claim 1, wherein the sending fax machine is

communicatively connected to a first public switched telephone network, the first public

switched telephone network communicatively connecting the sending fax machine with the first

relay data gateway.

3. (Original) The method according to claim 2, wherein the receiving fax machine is

communicatively connected to a second public switched telephone network, the second public

switched telephone network communicatively connecting the receiving fax machine with the

second relay data gateway.

4. (Original) The method according to claim 1 j wherein the image data received by the

first relay data gateway is converted from pulse-code-modulated formal to digital format, by the

first relay data gateway, and

wherein the digital data received by the second relay data gateway is converted from

digital format lo pulse-code-modulated format, by the second relay data gateway.

5. (Original) A method offax transmission over a fax relay network that includes at Jeast

a wideband portion and a narrowband portion, the method comprising:

receiving, at a first relay data gateway that communicatively connects a sending fax

machine Lo the narrowband portion of the fax relay network, image data from the sending fax

machine;
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storing the image data in a buffer at the first relay data gateway;

outputting the image data in accordance with a data throughput rate of the narrowband

portion of the fax relay network, the image data being received by a second data gateway on the

narrowband portion of the fax relay network, the second data gateway communicatively

connecting a receiving fax machine to the narrowband portion of the fax relay network;

determining an amount of data stored in the buffer at the first relay data gateway; and

ifthe determination made of the amount ofdata stored in (he buffer is that the amount of

data stored in the buffer is greater than a particular amount of data, sending a data resend signal

to the sending fax machine,

wherein the sending fax machine operates in an error correction mode in which a data

frame is resent upon receipt of a signal to resend the data frame.

6. (Original) The method according to claim 5, wherein the sending fax machine is

communicatively connected to one of a first public switched telephone network and a first

private branch exchange, the one of the first public switched telephone network and the first

private branch exchange communicatively connecting the sending fax machine with the first

relay data gateway.
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7. (Original) The method according to claim 6> wherein the receiving fax machine is

communicatively connected to one ofa second public switched telephone network and a second

private branch exchange, the one of the second public switched telephone network and the

second private branch exchange communicatively connecting the receiving fax machine with the

second relay data gateway.

8. (Original) The method according to claim 5, wherein the narrowband portion is a

digital network.

9. (Original) The method according to claim 8, wherein the wideband portion is an analog

network,

1 0. (Original) The method according to claim 9, wherein the image data received by the

first relay data gateway is converted from pulse-code-modulated format to digital format, by the

first relay data gateway, and wherein the digital data received by the second relay data gateway is

converted from digital format to pulse-code-modulated format, by the second relay data gateway.

1 1
.
(Original) A method of fax transmission over a fax relay network that includes at least

an analog portion and a digital portion ofthe fax relay network, the method comprising:

receiving, at a first relay data gateway that communicatively connects a sending fax

machine to the digital portion of the fax relay network, image data from the sending fax machine;
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converting the image data into digital data to be scat over the digital portion ofthe fax

relay network;

sioring ihe digitized image data in a buffer at the first relay data gateway;

outputting the digitisced image data in accordance with a data rate ofthe digital portion of

the fax relay network, the digitized image data being received by a second relay data gateway on

the digital portion ofthe fax relay network, the second relay data gateway communicatively

connecting a receiving fax machine to the digital portion of the fax relay network;

determining whether a frame ofthe digitized image data contains errors;

if the determining step is thai the frame of the digitized image data contains errors,

sending a data resend signal to the first relay data gateway; and

providing the frame ofthe digitized image data to the second relay data gateway from one

of the first relay data gateway and the sending fax machine.

12. (Cancelled)

13. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for facilitating fax transmission between a

sending fax machine and a receiving fax machine over a fax relay network, the fax relay network

including at least an analog portion and a digital portion, the apparatus comprising:

an input port for receiving image data sent from the sending fax machine;

a conversion unit that converts the image data into digital data to be sent over the digital

portion ofthe fax relay network;
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a storing unit that stores the digiu>.ed image data and that outputs a signal indicative ofa

particular amount ofdata currently stored in the storing unit; and

a control unit for controlling ouLput ofthe digitized image data stored in the storing unit

in accordance with a data rate of the digital portion of the fax relay network and the signal output

by the storing unit wherein, if the amount of data stored in the buffer is greater than a particular

amount of data, the control unlit senfo a data re^nd signal to the sending fax machine, wherein

the sending fax machine operates in an error correction mode in which data is resent by fre

sending fax machine upon receipt of the data resend signal

14. (Cancelled)

15. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein the sending fax machine is

communicatively connected to a first public switched telephone network, the first public

switched telephone network communicatively connecting the sending fax machine with the

apparatus.

16. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 1 5, wherein the conversion unit converts

the image data received over the first public switched telephone network and which is PCM-

encoded, to digital data to be sent over the digital portion of the fax relay network.
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17. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for facilitating fax transmission between a

sending fax machine and a receiving fax machine over a fax relay network, the fax relay network

including at ieasL a first network portion and a second network portion, the apparatus comprising:

an input port for receiving image data sent from the sending fax machine;

a storing unit that stores the image data and that outputs a signal indicative ofa particular

amount of data currently stored in the storing unit; and

a control unit for controlling output ofthe image data stored in the storing unit in

accordance with a data rate of the second network portion of the fax relay network and the signal

output by the storing unit wherein, if the amount of data stored in the storing unit is greater than a

particular amount ofdata, the control unit sends a data resend signal to the sending fax machine,

wherein the sending fax machine operates in an en-or correction mode in which data is resent bv

the sending fax machine upon receipt of the data resend signal.

18. (Cancelled)

19. (OriginaJ) The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the sending fax machine is

communicatively connected lo a first public switched telephone network, the first public

switched telephone network communicatively connecting the sending fax machine with the

apparatus.
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20. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the first network portion is a

network in which PCM-enco<Jed signals are sent therethrough, and wherein the second network

portion is a digital network in which digitized packets of data are sent therethrough.

21. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for facilitating fax transmission between a

sending fax machine and a receiving fax machine over a fax relay network, the fax relay network

including at least an analog portion and a digital portion, the apparatus comprising:

input means for receiving image data sent from the sending fax machine;

conversion means for converting the image data into digital data to be sent over the

digital portion of (he fax relay network;

storing means for storing the digitized image data and th-at outputs a signal indicative of

a particular amount ofdata currently stored in the storing means, and

controlling means for controlling output ofthe digitized image data stored in the storing

means in accordance with a daLa rate of the digital portion of the fax relay network and the signal

output by the storing means wherein, if the amount ofdata stored m the storing means is Preaier

than a particular mount of dala, the controlling means sends a data resend signal to ih* swirling

fax machine, wherein the sending fax machine operates in an error correction mode in which date

is_resent bv the sending fax machine upon receipt ofthe data resend sifmal.

22. (Cancelled)
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23. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 21 , wherein ibe sending fax machine is

communicatively connected to a first public switched telephone network, the first public

switched telephone network communicatively connecting the sending fax machine with the

apparatus.

24. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 21 , wherein the conversion means

converts the image data received over the first public switched telephone network and which is

PCM-encodcd, to digital data to be sent over the digital portion of the fax Telay network.

25. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for facilitating lax tmnsmission between a

sending fax machine and a receiving fax machine over a fax relay network, the fax relay network

including at least a first network portion and a second network portion, the apparatus comprising:

input means for receiving image data sent from the sending fax machine;

storing unit for storing the image data and that outputs a signal indicative of a particular

amount of data currently stored in the storing means; and

controlling means for controlling output of the image data stored in the storing unit in

accordance with a data rate of the second network portion of the tax relay network and the signal

output by the storing means Wherein, if the amount ofdata stored in the storinfl unit is greater

than a particular amount of data, the control unit sends a data rcsend sitmal to the sending fa*

machine, wherein the sending fax machine operate in an error correction mode in which dnia

resent by the sending fax machine upon receipt ofthe data resend signal.
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26. (Cancelled)

27. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein the sending fax machine is

communicatively connected to a first public switched telephone network, the first public

switched telephone network communicatively connecting the sending fax machine with the

apparatus.

28. (Original) The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein the first network portion is a

network in which PCM-encoded signals are sent therethrough, and wherein the second network

portion is a digital network in which digitized packets of data are sent therethrough.

29. (New) A method of fax transmission over a fax relay network that includes at least an

analog portion and a digital portion of the fax relay network, the method comprising:

receiving, at a first relay data gateway that communicatively connects a sending fax

machine to the digital portion of the fax relay network, image data from the sending fax machine;

converting the image data into digital data to be sent over the digital portion of the fax

relay network;

storing the digitized image data in a buffer at the first relay data gateway;

determining an amount ofdata stored in the buffer at the first relay data gateway; and if

the determination made of the amount ofdata stored in the buffer is that the amount of data

stored in the buffer is greater than a particular amount of data, sending a data resend signal to Ihe

sending fax machine;
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oulputting the digitized image data in accordance wilh a data rate of the digital portion of

the fax relay network, the digitized image data being received by a second relay data gateway on

the digital portion of the fax relay network, the second relay data gateway communicatively

connecting a receiving fax machine to the digital portion ofthe fax relay network;

wherein the receiving fax machine operates in an error correction mode in which received

data is requested to be resent to the receiving fax machine if errors are detected in the received

data

wherein the first relay data gateway sends the frame ofthe digitized image data to the

second relay data gateway if the frame of the digitized image data is currently stored at the first

relay data gateway, and wherein the first relay data gateway sends the frame ofthe digitized

image data to the second relay data gateway, after requesting it from the sending fax machine, if

the frame of the digitized image data is currently not stored at the first relay data gateway or ifthe

frame of the digitized image data is current stored at the first relay data gateway but is corrupted

with errors.

30. (New) A method offax transmission over a fax relay network that includes at least an

analog portion and a digital portion ofthe fax relay network, the method comprising:

receiving, at a first relay data gateway that communicatively connects a sending rax

machine to the digital portion ofthe fax relay network, image data from the sending fax machine;

converting the image data into digital data to be sent over the digital portion ofthe fax

relay network;

storing the digitized image data in a buffer at the first relay data gateway;
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outputting the digitized image data in accordance with a data rate of the digital portion of

the fax relay network, the digitized image data being received by a second relay data gateway on

the digital portion of the fax relay network, the second relay data gateway communicatively

connecting a receiving fax machine to the digital portion of the fax relay network;

determining whether a frame of the digitized image data contains errors;

if the determining step is that the frame ofthe digitized image data contains errors,

sending a data resend signal to the first relay data gateway; and

providing the frame of the digitized image data to the second relay data gateway from one

ofthe lirst relay data gateway and the sending fax machine

wherein the first relay data gateway sends the frame ofthe digitized image data to the

second relay data gateway ifthe frame ofthe digitized image data is currently stored at the first

relay data gateway, and wherein the first relay data gateway sends the frame of the digitized

image data to the second relay data gateway, after requesting it from the sending fax machine, if

the frame ofthe digitized image data is currently not stored at the first relay data gateway or if the

frame of the digitized image data is current stored at the first relay data gateway but is corrupted

with errors.
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